
 
 

NOTICE #1 OF THE ORGANIZING AUTHORITY 
List of Trophies 

 

MAXIS 
MAXI YACHT CAPRI TROPHIES 

Entries will be allocated in two categories (Performance and Classic) with a single start and same 
courses. Windward-leeward races will have coefficient of 1.0, coastal races of 1.25, one discard 
after 4 races. 
- IMA Trophy to the first maxi yacht overall 
- Trophies to the first three yachts in each category 

 

ROLEX CAPRI SAILING WEEK TROPHY 
- ROLEX Trophy to the maxi yacht with the best combined scores between the Regata dei Tre 

Golfi and all the races of the Maxi Yacht Capri Trophy with no discard, considering the 
following coefficients: 
Regata dei Tre Golfi   = 2.0 
Coastal races    = 1.25 
Windward-Leeward races  = 1.0 
In the event of a tie, the yacht with the best score in the Regata dei Tre Golfi shall be the 
winner. 

- Prizes to the second and third maxi overall. 
 

ORC EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP 
- Rolex Trophy to the first yacht in each Class A, B and C; 
- Trophies to the 2nd and 3rd yachts in each Class A, B and C; 
- Prizes to the first yachts in the Corinthian division in each Class A, B and C. 

 

REGATA DEI TRE GOLFI 
- Coppa Senatore Andrea Matarazzo (perpetual challenge): to the first ORC yacht on corrected 

time 
- Coppa Mariano Verusio (perpetual challenge): to the first Maxi yacht on IRC corrected time 
- Coppa Gustavo d’Andrea (perpetual challenge): to the first yacht on line honours 
- Coppa Beppe Knight (perpetual challenge): to the first double handed yacht on corrected time 
- Coppa Guido Imperiali di Francavilla (perpetual challenge): to the first Classic Yacht on 

corrected time 
- prizes to the first three ORC yachts overall and in each Class A, B and C 
- prizes to the first three IRC yachts overall 

 

ClubSwan Racing Award to the Nautor’s Swan yacht with the best final score in corrected time 
considering all classes taking part at all ROLEX Capri Sailing Week events. 
 

YCI Trophy to the Yacht Club with the most competitors on the podium, considering all the events. 
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